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Abstract: The term “superfood” is linked to food that is beneficial to health. However, there is
no legal or clear scientific definition, and little is known about individual perceptions of this food
group. Therefore, an online survey was conducted (n = 1006 respondents) to assess the public’s
understanding of superfoods in Germany, including (a) the conceptual understanding of the term
“superfood”, (b) corresponding consumption behavior, and (c) the risk–benefit appraisal. In total,
70% of respondents were aware of the term “superfood”, and 33% reported consuming superfoods at
least once a week. The term was mainly associated with positive food properties, such as “healthy”
and “contains vitamins”. Health benefits were rated to be much higher than potential health risks.
In addition, imported foods were more likely to be labelled as superfoods, compared to domestic
equivalents. In further analyses, we found women, younger people, and organic buyers to have an
even more positive impression. That is, specific parts of the population may be particularly attracted
to superfood products. Therefore, target-group specific information campaigns can be a useful tool to
increase the population’s awareness of the potential health risks of superfood consumption and to
highlight the presence of equivalent “domestic superfoods” in Germany.

Keywords: superfood; risk perception; risk-benefit appraisal; food consumption; survey study

1. Introduction

In the last decade, products such as chia seeds and quinoa have experienced an
enormous growth in sales in Germany [1]. In marketing and media coverage, these products
are often labelled as “superfoods”. However, there is no legal or clear scientific definition of
the term superfood yet, and researchers stress that the meaning of the term is predominantly
shaped by the marketing industry [2–4]. In the legal sense, foods marketed under this term
may represent novel foods in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2015/2283 [5]. However,
while chia seeds are classified as a novel food, goji berries and quinoa do not belong to
this group [6]. As a result, there are neither guidelines for classifying foods as superfoods,
nor is there a comprehensible overview of such a classification available. The Oxford
English Dictionary defines the term as “a food considered especially nutritious or otherwise
beneficial to health and well-being” [7].

Indeed, for many foods that usually are labelled as superfoods, studies showed
potential benefits for human health [8]. For example, an intervention study by Onneken
showed that the daily consumption of a small amount of chia seeds might have a positive
influence on cognitive abilities in adults [9]. Typically, benefits of superfoods arise from
their nutritional profile, including a high content of vitamins, minerals, or antioxidants [10].
For instance, chia seeds are a source of Omega-3 fatty acids, and quinoa was found to be a
source of all nine essential amino acids [11,12]. It is noteworthy, however, that the actual
quality and chemical composition of foods are influenced by a number of factors, such as
the growing location or the sowing date [13,14].

Even though the potential health benefits may predominate in the scientific literature,
there are also reports of potential health risks when consuming superfoods. Accordingly,
superfoods can have an inherent allergic potential to which some people are susceptible,
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and they can contain contaminants [15–19]. For example, in a study by Mesías et al., the
addition of chia flour to baking biscuits resulted in improved nutritional properties but
also increased the content of process contaminants, such as acrylamide [20].

Another important aspect is the fact that the topic of superfood is also highly connected
with the topic of sustainability. Sustainability is usually conceptualized including the
dimensions of environmental, social, and economic sustainability [21,22]. Global superfood
consumption is known to have an impact on these dimensions. If consumption rates
continue to increase on a global level, the environment can suffer due to land clearing and
the use of agrochemicals, and, on a social level, the associated profit orientation can lead
to financial problems for the farmers [23]. In Peru, for example, increasing international
demand for quinoa has led to an increase in the area of quinoa cultivation as well as
increased competition for land use [24].

In sum, there are several studies investigating the influence of food usually labelled as
superfood on human health and global sustainability. However, little is known about the
perception of this food group. There are studies showing that consumers prefer food with
superfood ingredients and that the perceived relative advantage compared to “ordinary”
food is important for that preference [25,26]. Other studies have revealed various consumer
segments when it comes to superfood perception and showed that consumers are willing
to pay a premium for superfood [27,28]. However, it remains unclear what consumers
think of when hearing about superfoods, and to what type of food they think this term is
referring. As there is a lack of a clear definition of superfood, and the term itself is mainly
shaped by marketing and media, such insights into the public’s understanding of the term
are helpful to systematically clear up the confusion when using this term.

Following these considerations, the present study aimed to assess the public’s un-
derstanding of superfoods in Germany. By using a representative online survey method,
three main areas were explored: the conceptual understanding of the term “superfood”,
consumption behavior, and risk–benefit appraisal. More specifically, the study aimed to
assess whether the general public has heard of the term superfood, what properties they
think superfood products have, which specific food products they would call a superfood,
and how they rate the potential health benefits versus risks. Furthermore, the consumption
frequency and reasons for consumption versus non-consumption were assessed. Using this
approach, the present study is the first one, to our knowledge, to systematically test the
public’s understanding of superfoods.

In general, food preferences and choices are based on a complex process and can
be influenced by diverse factors, including physiological, situational, sociocultural, and
psychological, as well as extrinsic product characteristics [29]. Moreover, individuals differ
systematically in the way they process information about food products, such as packaging
and labelling of products [30]. Therefore, people who particularly value health claims
or care about a conscious diet may be more attracted to products that are labelled as
superfoods. In addition, explicit and implicit gender norms can drive eating behavior, with
women being more exposed to gender-specific advertisements, expected body discipline,
and dietary self-control, in contrast to men [3]. Thus, superfood products may be more
appealing to women than men. Lastly, as the term superfood is shaped by the marketing
industry, the media channels used may be more accessible and appealing to different age
groups [31]. For promoting superfood products, diverse channels are used, and social
media platforms seem to be particularly important [32]. Therefore, differences in the
understanding of the term superfood based on sex and dietary style, as well as correlations
with age, were analyzed in this study.

In the following, an overview of the materials and methods is given, including a
description of the study participants, the study design, and the statistical analyses. Then,
the study results on the conceptual understanding of the term “superfood”, on consumption
behavior, and on risk–benefit appraisal are presented. Finally, the results are summarized
and discussed, the limitations of the study are elaborated, and conclusions for future
research are drawn.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

In total, n = 1006 respondents were recruited from Kantar’s German online access
panel [33]. The sample was drawn randomly with representative quota control according
to sex, age, education, and region. To further increase sample representativeness, data were
statistically weighted according to sex, education, age, employment, size of city, and Ger-
man federal state. As a result, distribution of sociodemographic variables in the weighted
sample was representative for the population in Germany with a mean age of M = 48.2 years
(SD = 18.2, range 14–87 years) and an equal sex ratio (50.7% females, 49.3% males). The
market research institute Kantar GmbH was commissioned for data collection.

2.2. Study Design

Study participants responded to an online survey. Online surveys face a number
of strengths and weaknesses [34,35]. Strengths include the controlled sampling and the
flexibility in question designs, while weaknesses include a poor response rate and the
requirement for the respondents to have online expertise. Thus, the choice for a method
should be based on methodological requirements of a given study design. For the present
study, an online method was chosen in order to avoid verbal misunderstandings resulting
from other methods (e.g., via telephone) and to include photos of superfood products for
visual support. Response to each individual question was voluntary, that is respondents
were always given the opportunity to select the response option “don’t know/no answer”.
On average, the survey duration was 4 min and 13 s (median).

The questionnaire started with sociodemographic questions that were required for the
representative quota control (sex, age, education, and region). Subsequently, three major
topics were addressed in the following order: the conceptual understanding of the term
“superfood”, the corresponding consumption behavior, as well as the risk–benefit appraisal
of superfoods. The questionnaire ended with a question about the respondent’s dietary
style as well as further sociodemographic questions (e.g., employment).

For the conceptual understanding of the term “superfood”, respondents were asked
first whether they had already heard of certain foods being referred to as superfood (yes vs.
no). Those, who had heard of this term, were further asked, what they think were typical
properties of such foods (open-ended question). In addition, they were given a list of six
foods and were asked, whether they would call this food a superfood or not (labelling
test). The food list contained pairs of food that were similar in their nutritional profile [36]
but differed in their cultivation in Germany (usually imported vs. domestic foods). The
food pairs included chia seeds and linseed (e.g., high content of omega-3 fatty acids), goji
berries and blackcurrants (e.g., high content of vitamin C), and quinoa and oats (e.g., high
content of iron). In previous studies, all of these foods showed potential benefits for human
health [9,12,37–40]. The foods were presented in random order and with a standardized
photo for visual support (for an example, see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Photos used in the survey to present goji berries (left) and blackcurrants (right).
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For the corresponding consumption behavior, first, all respondents were given a
formalized definition of superfood to ensure all respondents had a similar mental represen-
tation of this term (see Table 1). Subsequently, they were asked how often they recently have
eaten such food with the response options “every day”, “several times a week”, “about
once a week”, “about once to three times a month”, “less than once a month”, and “not at
all”. Respondents reporting to eat superfoods (i.e., at least “less than one a month”) were
further asked to name reasons for their consumption (open-ended question). Similarly,
respondents reporting not to eat superfoods (i.e., “not at all”) were further asked to name
reasons for their non-consumption (open-ended question).

Table 1. Definition of the term “superfood” given to the respondents.

Definition

Superfood

The term “superfood” is often used to describe foods that are considered to
be particularly beneficial to human health because they are said to contain
high contents of nutrients – for example, a high content of vitamins,
antioxidants, proteins, minerals, or fiber. Exotic foods in particular are
referred to as superfoods. Typical examples of superfood are: chia seeds,
quinoa, goji berries, matcha tea, and avocado.

For the risk–benefit appraisal of superfoods, respondents were asked to rate the health
risks and health benefits of superfoods using a response scale of 1 (very low) to 5 (very
high). If a respondent rated an aspect to be at least moderate (i.e., 3 on the scale), he or
she was asked to name explicit health benefits or health risks of these foods, respectively
(open-ended questions).

For grouping respondents according to their dietary style, they were asked at the end
of the questionnaire, whether they regularly buy organic products (yes vs. no). In the
following, those reporting to buy organic products will be called “organic buyers”, and
those not buying these products will be called “non-organic buyers”.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Data were processed and analyzed using SPSS (Version 26). All analyses were based
on the weighted sample (see Participants). In addition to descriptive analyses, differences
were analyzed for sex (female vs. male) and dietary style (organic buyers vs. non-organic
buyers) using the Rao-Scott adjustment for complex survey data [41]. For age, correlational
analyses for weighted samples were performed using R (Version 4.0.3) and the jtools
package (Version 2.1.4) [42]. Corresponding effect sizes were calculated for each significant
difference and correlation, and common thresholds for interpretation were used [43], as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Interpretation of used effect sizes.

Small Effect Medium Effect Large Effect

Cohen’s d |0.20| |0.50| |0.80|
Pearson’s r |0.10| |0.30| |0.50|
Cramer’s V 0.10 0.30 0.50

Note. Rules of thumb for interpretation of effect sizes based on Cohen (1988) [43].

For open-ended questions, responses were coded. The utilized code frames were
developed based on the answers within an inductive process. As respondents were not
limited by the length of their response, one response may fall into more than one category.
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3. Results
3.1. Conceptual Understanding of the Term “Superfood”
3.1.1. Awareness of the Term

70% of respondents stated that they had already heard of the term “superfood” (see
Figure 2), while 26% had never heard of it. Four percent did not respond to this question.
Further analyses showed that women, compared to men, were more likely to be aware
of this term (F[1,1005] = 10.38, V = 0.12, p = 0.001), as were organic buyers compared to
non-organic buyers (F[1,1005] = 50.74, V = 0.27, p < 0.001). Further, correlational analysis
for age showed that the younger the respondents, the more likely they were to be aware of
the term (r = −0.07, p = 0.03).

Figure 2. Awareness of the term “superfood” by total sample, sex, and dietary style. Note.
*** p < 0.001.

3.1.2. Associated Properties

Of those who were aware of the term superfood (n = 707), about one third (32%)
did not associate any specific property with this term. The most associated property
was “healthy” (37%), followed by “contains vitamins” (17%). Other properties were
mentioned just occasionally, including “contains nutrients”, “contains proteins”, “natural,
organic, or no additives”, “gives energy”, and “low caloric” (each ≤ 6%). Further analyses
for most associated properties showed that women, compared to men, associated the
properties “healthy” and “contains vitamins” more frequently (healthy: 43% vs. 30%,
contains vitamins: 20% vs. 13%; Fs[1,1005] ≥ 4.84, Vs ≥ 0.09, ps ≤ 0.03). Moreover, organic
buyers, compared to non-organic buyers, associated the property “healthy” more frequently
(43% vs. 31%; F[1,1005] = 7.76, V = 0.12, p = 0.01). This property was also mentioned more
frequently the younger the respondents were (r = −0.19, p < 0.001).

3.1.3. Labelling Test

Those who were aware of the term superfood (n = 707), labelled foods that were usually
imported to Germany (chia seeds, goji berries, and quinoa) significantly more often as su-
perfoods than their domestic counterparts (linseeds, blackcurrants, and oats; ts[731] ≥ 6.24,
ds ≥ 0.33, ps < 0.001; see Figure 3). With the exception of blackcurrants, women, compared
to men, were more likely to label a given food as superfood (Fs[1,1005] ≥ 3.93, Vs ≥ 0.08,
ps ≤ 0.05). Organic buyers, compared to non-organic buyers, were more likely to label
chia seeds, linseeds, quinoa, and goji berries as superfood (Fs[1,1005] ≥ 4.34, Vs ≥ 0.09,
ps ≤ 0.04). For age, the younger the respondents, the more likely they were to label chia
seeds and linseeds as superfood (rs = −0.11, ps ≤ 0.01).
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Figure 3. Labelling of imported versus domestic food as “superfood”. Note. *** p < 0.001; n = 707
respondents who were aware of the term superfood.

3.2. Consumption Behavior
3.2.1. Consumption Frequency

Frequency of superfood consumption is presented in Figure 4, showing that 33%
of respondents consumed superfoods at least once a week, while 39% did not consume
superfoods. Women, compared to men, consumed superfoods more frequently at least once
a week (Fs[1,1005] = 6.41, V = 0.09, p = 0.01), as did organic buyers compared to non-organic
buyers (Fs[1,1005] = 90.44, V = 0.35, p < 0.001). Further, the younger the respondents, the
more frequently they consumed superfoods at least once a week (r = −0.26, p < 0.001).

Figure 4. Frequency of superfood consumption by total sample, sex, and dietary style. Notes.
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01; significance test refers to “at least once a week”.
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3.2.2. Reasons for Consumption

Of those who eat superfoods (n = 590), about one third mentioned a healthy diet
(33%) and pleasant taste (31%) as reasons for superfood consumption. Other reasons were
mentioned just occasionally, including the vitamin content, the digestive support, or the
sheer availability of superfood products (each < 5%). About one fifth (19%) did not mention
a specific reason. Further analyses for the most mentioned reasons showed that women,
compared to men, mentioned the reason of a pleasant taste more frequently (35% vs. 25%;
F[1,1005] = 5.31, V = 0.11, p = 0.02). This reason was also mentioned more frequently the
younger the respondents were (r = −0.10, p = 0.03). Moreover, organic buyers, compared to
non-organic buyers, mentioned the reason of a healthy diet more frequently (40% vs. 24%;
F[1,1005] = 15.26, V = 0.17, p < 0.001).

3.2.3. Reasons for Non-Consumption

Of those who do not eat superfoods (n = 395), a high number (45%) did not mention
a specific reason. However, the most mentioned reasons were the lack of interest in
superfoods (13%), its unpleasant taste (12%), and the lack of information (11%). Other
reasons were mentioned just occasionally, including a high price, the lack of an opportunity
to eat them, or that conventional food is sufficient (each < 5%). Further analyses of the
most mentioned reasons showed that women, compared to men, mentioned the reason of
an unpleasant taste more frequently (18% vs. 8%; F[1,1005] = 6.29, V = 0.15, p = 0.01). No
significant difference emerged for organic versus non-organic buyers (ps ≥ 0.26), and no
significant correlation emerged for age (ps ≥ 0.37).

3.3. Risk-Benefit-Appraisal
3.3.1. Rating of Health Benefits Versus Risks

Respondents rated the health benefits of superfoods (M = 3.67, SD = 1.10) significantly
higher than their potential health risks (M = 2.14, SD = 1.07; t[846] = −22.89, d = 1.41,
p < 0.001). The ratings were negatively correlated to one another (r = −0.21, p < 0.001),
indicating that those rating health benefits to be high tend to rate health risks to be low, and
vice versa. Further analyses showed an interaction between sex and rating (see Figure 5):

Figure 5. Rating of health benefits versus risks of superfoods by sex (left) and dietary style (right).
Notes. *** p < 0.001, * p < 0.05; response scale from 1 (very low) to 5 (very high).
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While women rated the health benefits to be greater than men (t[876] = 3.70, d = −0.29,
p < 0.001), there was no significant difference for the rating of health risks (t[853] = −1.91,
d = 0.15, p = 0.06). For dietary style, a similar interaction was observed: While organic buyers
rated the health benefits to be greater than the non-organic buyers (t[864] = −4.46, d = 0.35,
p < 0.001), non-organic buyers rated the health risks to be greater than the organic buyers
(t[841] = 2.16, d = −0.17, p = 0.03). For age, no interaction could be observed. However, the
younger the respondents, the greater they rated the health risks to be (r = −0.08, p = 0.004).

3.3.2. Mentioned Health Benefits

Of those who rated the health benefits of superfoods as at least of moderate height
(n = 760), a high number (38%) gave no answer or stated that they did not know of an
explicit health benefit. However, the most mentioned health benefits were the vitamin
content (16%) and the general positive influence on health (12%). Other benefits were
mentioned just occasionally, including strengthening the immune system, improvement
of digestion, and nutrient content (each < 10%). Further analyses for the most mentioned
health benefits showed that women, compared to men, mentioned the benefit of vitamin
content more frequently (19% vs. 12%; F[1,1005] = 5.81, V = 0.10, p = 0.02), as did the
organic buyers compared to the non-organic buyers (19% vs. 12%; F[1,1005] = 6.65, V = 0.10,
p = 0.01). For age, the younger the respondents, the more likely they mentioned the benefit
of a general positive influence on health (r = −0.13, p < 0.001).

3.3.3. Mentioned Health Risks

Of those who rate the health risks of superfoods as at least of moderate height (n = 298),
a high number (59%) gave no answer or stated that they did not know of an explicit health
risk, followed by the statement that there were no specific risks to superfoods (10%). Specific
risks were mentioned just occasionally, including questionable ingredients, allergies, or
intolerances, as well as health problems resulting from their origin or transportation
(each < 10%).

4. Discussion

The present study aimed at assessing the public’s understanding of superfoods in
Germany using a representative online survey method. Three main areas were explored:
the respondent’s conceptual understanding of the term “superfood”, their consumption
behavior, and their risk–benefit appraisal. For all aspects, potential differences by sex and
dietary style as well as correlations with age were taken into account.

For conceptual understanding, we tested for awareness of the term “superfood”,
associated properties, and explicit labelling. We found that a majority (70%) of respondents
stated that they had already heard of the term “superfood”. In an open-ended question,
the term “superfood” was mainly associated with positive food properties, primarily with
“healthy”, followed by “contains vitamins”. Furthermore, we found that respondents were
more likely to label food as superfood that is usually imported into Germany, compared to
an equivalent domestic food.

In order to analyze consumption behavior, we asked for consumption frequency
and corresponding reasons for consumption versus non-consumption. A third of the
respondents (33%) stated they consumed superfoods at least once a week, while about
two fifths (39%) did not consume such foods. The most frequently mentioned reasons
for consumption were a healthy diet and a pleasant taste. In contrast, a lack of interest, a
lack of information, and an unpleasant taste were given as reasons for non-consumption.
However, those not consuming superfoods often did not give explicit reasons for their
non-consumption.

For the risk–benefit appraisal, respondents rated the health risks and health benefits of
superfoods and were asked to specify the risks and benefits from their point of view. Our
results showed a very large difference between these two ratings, with the health benefits
being rated remarkably higher than the health risks. The most frequently mentioned
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potential benefits were the vitamin content and the general positive influence on health.
For potential risks, however, the majority did not name any risk or stated that there were
no superfood-specific risks.

Taken together, our study shows that the general public seems to have a positive
impression of superfoods, as they associate mainly positive food properties with the term
and rate the health benefits to be much higher than potential health risks. In fact, about
half of the sample (49%) rated the health benefits as high or very high (scale values 4 or
5 on a scale from 1 to 5), while only 8% of them rated the health risks to be (very) high.
The strongly pronounced perception of health benefits is in line with the high number
of studies that found potential health benefits for typical superfoods [8]. However, even
though benefits may predominate in the scientific literature, superfoods can also pose
health risks in some cases. For example, intolerances or allergic reactions can be triggered,
and superfood products can contain contaminants [15–19].

In addition to the positive image of superfood, respondents seemed to link food that
is usually imported to Germany more strongly with the concept of superfood than they did
for the domestic equivalents. That is, on a less conscious level, the term superfood may be
linked to the property of exotic, even though this was not explicitly mentioned when asking
respondents to freely associate properties of food labelled as superfood. Though previous
studies found beneficial influences on the human body for imported superfoods, such as
chia seeds, goji berries, or quinoa [9,12,40], domestic foods also can have similar beneficial
effects (e.g., linseed, blackcurrants, and oats [37–39]). Thus, considering the superfood
definition as “food considered especially nutritious or otherwise beneficial to health and
well-being” [7], there are also “domestic superfoods” in Germany.

The association of superfoods with imported food is also an important aspect when
it comes to sustainability. In 2020, Germany imported more than 15 million tons of fruits
and vegetables with a total value of about EUR 22 billion [44]. Importing food, however,
can be linked to decreased nutritional potential and increased ecological footprints [45,46].
For example, the increasing international demand for quinoa strongly affected Peru as an
important producer of this crop. On an environmental level, this led to an increase in the
area of quinoa cultivation, and on a social and economic level, the competition for land use
increased [24]. That is, to develop sustainable solutions and to support the public in having
a healthy and varied diet, it seems to be an important first step to inform the population
about food that is both beneficial to health and domestically available.

Across our analyses, we found systematic differences with regard to sex and dietary
style of the respondents as well as correlations with their age. Women (compared to men),
younger people, and organic buyers (compared to non-organic buyers) are found to be
more aware of the superfood term, to associate the property “healthy” more strongly with
this food group, and to consume superfood products more frequently. In addition, women
and organic buyers rated the health benefits to be greater than men and non-organic buyers.
These differentiated results indicate that specific parts of the population have a more
positive understanding of superfoods and, thus, are more attracted to the corresponding
products. For example, individuals that regularly buy organic products, are known to
particularly value health aspects [47]. A study by Corallo et al. found that such individuals
in particular may be more attentive to food packaging and labelling [30]. For sex, it is
well known that women, in contrast to men, are usually more exposed to gender-specific
advertisement and expected dietary self-control [3]. For age, younger people use social
media more frequently than older people, and this media channel may be particularly
important for superfood marketing [31,32]. In sum, women, young people, and organic
buyers may be particularly exposed to superfood marketing, and are therefore especially
attracted to such products. However, future research is needed to explicitly test for these
mediating mechanisms.

This study had some limitations and aspects that should be considered when inter-
preting the results. For example, to assess consumption behavior and risk–benefit appraisal
it was necessary to present a definition of superfood to ensure that all participants had
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a similar mental representation of this term (see Table 1). For some respondents, this
definition could have limited the variety of potential superfood products they thought
of while responding to the questions. Thus, our results on superfood consumption and
risk–benefit appraisal should be interpreted in the light of the presented definition. Another
aspect that should be considered when interpreting our results is the use of open-ended
questions to capture associated properties of superfood, reasons for consumption versus
non-consumption, and the mention of potential health benefits and risks. An open-ended
question assesses spontaneous unaided responses of the participants that usually are not
fully compatible with responses they would have given using an aided closed-ended ques-
tion style [48]. That is, for example, they only rarely spontaneously mentioned the property
“natural, organic, or no additives”, which could be rated as an important property of the
term superfood if it was provided as an explicit response option. Finally, our results were
based on respondents living in Germany. The understanding of the term “superfood”,
consumption behavior, and the risk–benefit appraisal may be different in other countries
and cultures. For example, we found food usually imported to Germany was more likely
to be labelled a superfood by the general public; thus, the labelling of concrete foods may
strongly depend on national agriculture, and the mental representation of the superfood
concept may vary between countries and cultures.

5. Conclusions

To our knowledge, the presented study is the first to systematically test the public’s
understanding of the term superfood. The population in general, and specific subgroups
in particular (i.e., women, younger people, and organic buyers), had a positive attitude
towards superfoods. In particular, they rated the health benefits of superfoods to be
very high. Conversely, they thought that there were almost no health risks, although
previous studies have highlighted some potential health risks. Furthermore, particularly
imported food was classified as superfood, even though domestic food can have similar
beneficial effects. Future studies should assess the public’s understanding of superfoods
in countries and cultures other than Germany to investigate whether the present findings
are universal to the concept of superfoods. Furthermore, future research in the area of
superfood-specific communication strategies is required to develop concrete measures
to support the public in having a healthy and varied diet. The present findings indicate
that target-group specific information campaigns, predominantly in a sex and age specific
setting, can be a useful tool to increase the population’s awareness of potential health
risks of superfood consumption and to highlight the presence of equivalent “domestic
superfoods” in Germany. The latter could be achieved by comparing nutritional values
of usually imported (e.g., chia seeds) versus domestic “superfoods” (e.g., linseed). In
this context, decision makers should include relevant stakeholders as multipliers in their
communication efforts, such as consumer centers and NGOs.
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